The attitudes of general practitioners (GP) play an influential role in their decision making about patient treatment and care. Considering the GP-patient encounter as a complex system, the interactions between the GP and their personal network of peers give rise to "aggregate complexity, " which in turn influences the GP's decisions about patient treatment. This study models aggregate complexity and its influence in decision making in primary care through the use of social network metrics. Professional network and attitudinal data on decision making responsibility from 107 rural GPs were analysed. Social network measures of "density" and "inclusiveness" were used for computing the "interrelatedness" of components within such a "complex system. " The "number of components" and "degree of interrelatedness" were used to determine the complexity profiles, which was then used to associate with responsibility in decision making for each GP. GPs in simple profiles (i.e., with low components and interactions) in contrast to those in nonsimple profiles, indicate a higher responsibility for the decisions they make in medical care. This study suggests that social networks-based complexity profiles are useful for understanding decision making in primary care as it accounts for the role of influence through the professional networks of GPs.
Introduction
The attitudes of health professionals such as general practitioners (GPs) play an influential role in their delivery of medical care, such as communication and decision making in patient care. A number of other studies have focused on examining the GP's delivery of medical care from various perspectives: quality of the consultation [1] ; psychological and medical functions [2] ; measuring informed decision making through evaluating patient-GP encounters [3] ; influence through professional networks [4, 5] . More recently, there is evidence showing how medical care delivery can be conceptually analysed using principles of complexity thinking, where the GP-patient consultation is deemed to be a complex adaptive system [6] .
According to Plsek and Wilson [7] , "complexity thinking suggests that relationships between parts (of a system) are more important than the parts themselves, and that minimum specifications yield more creativity than detailed plans. " It is useful to consider the meaning of systems within which complexity is situated and derived and the type of systems that is referred to in this paper. Broadly speaking, "systems" consist of multiple parts (or components) that are connected and interrelated in one or many ways [8] . An important principle of systems thinking is that a system is more than the sum of its parts. In social systems, for instance, the patient and GP may be considered agents (or components) where their interactions and dependence on each other constitute interrelatedness. Coupled with the agents' ability to rationalize and perform multiple actions, the interrelatedness helps to evolve a pattern of behaviour, for instance, during the consultation process that is situated within the larger healthcare system. It is the degree and uniqueness of such interrelatedness within and out of these systems that create complexity in an aggregate sense.
In this study, complexity in social systems through "network thinking" and how it impacts responsibility for decision making in medical practice are considered. By "social system, " the study specifically refers to the collection of individual agents (e.g., general practitioners) and their interactions with 2 Advances in Decision Sciences other agents within the social system (e.g., peers, practice managers, nurses, etc.) as part of the larger healthcare system. While there are numerous studies in healthcare that have incorporated applied complex systems thinking [6, 9] , most of them remain descriptive or conceptual at best and provide theoretical accounts or frameworks of how to study complexity [10] . Therefore, the motivating questions for this research are as follows. (i) Is there a theoretical basis for envisioning and studying complexity on an aggregate level (i.e., holistically) and with empirical evidence? (ii) Can the application of network science and robust measures in social networks analysis allow one to develop complexity profiles on an individual basis? (iii) How can these complexity profiles be utilized for understanding associations with individual outcomes such as attitudes to responsibility for decision making in medical care? In this paper, it is argued that, at the operational level, it is possible to characterize complexity based on the number of agents and degree of interaction between these agents within the social system. In particular, it is demonstrated using the professional networks of GPs how a complexity profile may be computed for each GP and how this complexity profile can then be associated with their responsibility for decision making in the GP-patient encounter. Measured using validated and reliable attitudinal statements from the GPs themselves, the decision-making variable allows one to understand the extent to which the GP or the patient is involved and responsible for decision making regarding health care, plans, and pathways. Thus, the study does not include any patient data about decision making nor does it capture patient networks as it models the personal and professional networks of GPs and their world view of the decision making involvement and responsibility during the GP-patient encounter.
The subsequent section on "Conceptual Foundations" contains a brief literature review of systems thinking and complexity science and demonstrates how social systems may be conceived as social networks, which, in turn, allows us to develop a model for capturing subconstructs of complex social systems such as number of components and degree of interactions or interrelatedness. In the third section discussion of the methodology includes details of how data were collected, the sample size, and instrument development process and also provides detailed information of attribute, relational data, and relevant measures. Finally, results of the analysis and discussion of the findings in light of theory follow prior to limitations, future work, and conclusion of the study.
Conceptual Foundations
Studies in complexity have been well documented in areas of physics, biology, artificial intelligence, computational science, and economics [11] . Although there are numerous definitions (and debates) of the term "complexity, " the science of complexity usually deals with the "study of phenomena which emerge from a collection of interacting objects" [12] . There are currently a number of studies that have either explored issues surrounding complexity in health care [10, 13] or have applied principles of complex systems to the health care environment as a new lens for studying health care from a holistic perspective [14] [15] [16] . For instance, Nugus et al. [17] argue that the "continuity of care" model with respect to the patient's journey in the healthcare system is generally a linear one and current models do not accurately explain the efficiency of integrated care. In order to remedy this gap, they deployed ethnographic techniques and the complex systems approach to observe the interactions between the departments and units outside the emergency departments of two hospitals based in Sydney, Australia, arguing that their approach allowed explaining the interdependencies in a more holistic manner. The importance of this work demonstrates that the healthcare journey that encompasses decision making is not a linear one; it is rather crucial to account for the interactions, interdependencies, and interrelatedness of resources (human, physical, technological, etc.) in order to understand efficiency of the healthcare journey, including decision making by healthcare professionals. Bar-Yam et al. [18] , on the other hand, adopt complex systems approach to suggest how the US health care system can achieve a taskresource fit while optimising on cost and resource constraints. At a microlevel, in general practice particularly, Innes et al. [6] , by using individual patient consultation as their unit of analysis, suggest that the GP-patient consultation can be considered a complex system. This is because of several features that complex systems exhibit that are similar to the GP-patient encounter-for instance, the consultation process involves nonlinearity such that it leads to uncertainty and there is adaptation to the influence of outside agencies. In order to illustrate this, Innes et al. [6] use the example of the "hypertensive patient" in two scenarios of consultationone where the doctor focuses on a somewhat rigid pattern of consultation style and the other being the doctor adopting a natural and conversational style of consultation. In the first scenario, the doctor focuses on symptoms, medication problems, and attention to cardiovascular risk analysis. Here, the process is almost standard in that the pattern is linear and repeated with other patients. This may prevent novelty and the emergence of new information which may be useful for diagnosis. In the second scenario, the consultation conversation is rather free-flowing and this allows the "expression of novelty and creativity and, perhaps, a glimpse of surprising insights that may lead the consultation into completely new areas, " thereby highlighting the nonlinearity characteristics of the consultation process.
In light of the current literature on complexity in health care, most studies are descriptive and are mostly qualitative in nature. While these studies provide rich narrative accounts of the complex system, it does not provide validated and reliable metrics for envisioning and studying complexity in health care contexts. It is therefore useful to consider a rational approach for studying complexity in health care settings.
Although the definition of complexity is debatable and context dependent [11, 19] , for the purpose of this study, complexity is defined in terms of one of the most salient concepts postulated by "aggregate complexity" [20] -the interrelatedness of components of a system [10] . According to Kannampallil et al. [10] , complexity of a system is relative in the sense that complexity is a function of the number of components (NoC) and the degree of interrelatedness (DoI) within the system. This definition is in congruence with others in the field [9, 11, 12, 20] . In other words, as both variables increase, so does complexity of the system. It is also important to note that while increasing the number of components may make the system "complicated, " it is the degree of interrelatedness or, in other words, the unique relationships (both manifest and latent) that make the system "complex. " As a consequence, the interrelatedness of system components results in properties that characterise complex systems [9] , these properties being nondecomposability (that systems cannot be understood by focusing on components in isolation), emergence (where unexpected behaviour arises as a result of component interactions), nonlinear behaviour (characterised as nonpredictability and nonproportionality of behaviour), and self-organisation (where individual actors take on different structural positions so the system can be maintained). Accordingly, by combining ranges of extremes for both variables, there can be four conditions (although not postulated in a prescriptive or exhaustive manner) to characterise the range of complexity as shown in Figure 1 .
Firstly, there are simple systems with few components and low interrelatedness (1), whereby the system along with its behaviour is easily predictable and is easily understood, managed, and described. For instance, an individual GP who runs his own practice by himself may only have few components, such as patients, notes and computer, and relations (interaction with computer, patient, and stationery). The GP is considered to be in a very simple system. Secondly, systems with many components and low interrelatedness (2) are also, in many cases, quite predictable to a certain extent because of the low interrelatedness, for instance, a receptionist in a general practice who handles many phone requests and relies only on the computer booking system. Thirdly, relatively complex systems have few components but a high degree of interrelatedness (3) . Such systems can be studied as a "whole" because of their few components but high level of interrelatedness-for example, section of an emergency department where members are few but the interactions are quite diverse. Finally, complex systems are systems exhibiting high degree of interrelatedness and many components (4), for example, multiple critical care teams attending to multiple patients in a disaster-struck area.
Although the framework proposed above is useful for profiling complexity, it is still unclear what is meant by "degree of interrelatedness. " To this end, the paper draws upon principles from the study and analysis of social networks and the network-thinking paradigm.
Network
Thinking. If the heart of aggregate complexity lies in the relationship between components in an attempt to access the holism and synergy resulting from it, then it is useful to consider some classical studies in evaluating the structure of such relationships. Drawing on studies in social network analysis [21] and the "network paradigm" [22] , it is contended that "network thinking" serves as a useful theoretical and analytical lens for studying complex networks. It is argued that network thinking, social network analysis in particular, is a useful methodology for the operationalization of the construct of aggregate complexity. A social network, simply, is a collection of actors (e.g., individuals or teams) and ties (e.g., relationships such as "seek advice from" and "are friends with") that bind the actors. While, for social network scholars, the raison d'être is that the structure of relationships among actors has important behavioral, perceptual, and attitudinal consequences both for the individual units and for the system as a whole [23] , the tenet of most complex system thinkers is that "it is in the structure of the system, not the effort of the people in it, that determines the outcome. . .. The way to gain more influence is to understand the structure of the system" [24] . It is argued that literature in social networks is therefore a useful theoretical basis and analytical methodology for studying complexity in healthcare [25, 26] .
Computing Interrelatedness Using Network Metrics.
Drawing on closing remarks from Kannampallil et al. [10] , ". . .complex systems can typically be considered in terms of functionally smaller components and the relations between them, based on theoretical, rational, and practical considerations. . .. There often is a structure in the relationships that exist between care providers, artifacts, and patients. . .. As such, it is possible to characterize it as a network of actors, where (at a high level of decomposition) the nodes are actors (or artifacts) and the edges are their relationships. " Although no single operational definition of the construct, interrelatedness, is offered, it is argued that there are two salient measures in social networks analysis that might help develop an operational definition of the construct.
A lay implication of the term "interrelatedness" suggests either to relate or to connect to one another. In social network parlance, there are a number of validated and reliable measures that are used to describe exactly how well connected a certain network is. The degree of interconnectedness within networks, also named cohesion or closure, generally referred to as network density, is important for predicting the level of homogeneity among actors [27] . Density is measured as the ratio of existing ties to the maximum possible ties [28] .
A density value of 1 indicates that everyone is connected to everyone else within the network (i.e., a clique structure) whereas a value of 0 indicates a very sparse network. According to Granovetter [29] , due to the homophily principle in social networks where actors with similar attributes and interest tend to connect with each other, information travels at high velocity and becomes redundant rapidly because of high density within the network. This possibly explains why the diffusion of innovation and adoption of a new drug were faster for doctors with denser social connections than those without [5] . High density in a social network is thus characterized by the frequent exchange of information, knowledge, and other resources among individuals. Cohesive groups are thus likely to be conducive to mechanisms of social influence and contagion [30] .
A related social network measure of interconnectedness is the notion of "inclusiveness. " Inclusiveness refers to the number of connected actors within the social network. In other words, within a social network, it is the total number of actors minus the number of isolated actors [31] . So if one considers a network of 10 actors, with 5 isolated actors, inclusiveness would be 5. However, in order to allow for standardization and comparison across several networks (similar to the density measure), it is useful to express inclusiveness as a proportion of the total number of actors within the network. Therefore, using the example above, inclusiveness expressed as a proportion of the entire network would be 0.5, with the range being 0 to 1. Therefore, while inclusiveness represents the connectedness of individual actors within a network, density captures the extent to which the connections are current as compared to the latent. So while inclusiveness is a measure based at the actor level, density is about the extent to which the actors are connected and is situated at the tie level.
The notion of inclusiveness is a useful indicator of social network membership as well as group dynamics. Mitchell and Trickett [32] , in their work to understand determinants of social networks, offer a comprehensive list of operational definitions of social network membership ordered by inclusiveness. For instance, one may ask the question "Name all the people who are important to your work or whom you are close to in the current practice" to qualify for inclusiveness. Pfeil and Zaphiris [33] in their study of online discussion forums for older people associated network inclusiveness with the types of discussions that took place. It was found that emotional communication was linked to stronger inclusiveness scores compared to factual communication. Interestingly, they also found that emotional communication was associated with density, unlike factual communication, which had weaker connections between individual members within the network. Although the measures of density and inclusiveness are different per se, conceptually, they are positively associated and are thus useful to consider in conjunction as a valid measure of interrelatedness. [2] claim that there are three functions in a medical consultation, namely, Building the Relationship; Collecting Data; and Agreeing on a Management Plan. The first stage entails the GP building rapport with the patient through warm greeting, active listening, and detecting and responding to emotional issues. The second stage involves noninterruption in the process of eliciting the patient's explanatory model in order to develop a shared understanding of the problem. It is quite obvious that the Collecting Data stage would involve interactions with not only the patient but also both human (e.g., peers and specialists) and nonhuman (e.g., computer database and special devices) resources if necessary. The third stage involves functions where the GP reassures and advises the patient on medical plans or prescriptions. This stage involves mutuality in that the GP and the patient have the opportunity to discuss how much the patient wishes to be involved in making decisions in the consultation. For instance, the compliance of patients, especially when receiving long-term treatment, is enhanced when patients have the opportunity to partake in decisions about treatment [34, 35] . In a recent study of rural clinician's perception of shared decision making and decision aid by King et al. [36] , it was found that 69% (of the 173 physicians sampled) agreed that the patient and the GP "should decide" together on clinical decisions, whereas only 42% perceived that it was "actually done" in reality.
Complexity Profiles in Context of General Practitioners. Gask and Usherwood
Based on the "range of complexity" framework [10] discussed earlier, it is proposed that interrelatedness and density are potentially useful measures of interrelatedness, which can then be used in conjunction with the number of components to characterize complexity for GPs. Furthermore, it is postulated that GPs in the "simple" complexity profile, because of their lower number of components and degree of interrelatedness, would have more opportunities in discussing patients' treatment plans and encourage patients to partake in the medical decision making process. In a study of the effects of patient, GPs, and healthcare system characteristics on specialty referral decision making [37] , it was found that patient characteristics (such as clinical cues presented and level of medical insurance) accounted for the largest effect. This suggests that, in general, decisions made took place mainly because of the interaction with the patient and not necessarily as a result of navigating (i.e., interacting) through the GP's professional network. In other words, since the interaction generally took place only between the GP and the patient, there were low numbers of components and interactions (i.e., simple profile). It is also argued that as the number of components increases and the degree of interrelatedness increases during general practice, overall complexity within the social system increases. The increase in complexity based on interdependence and interconnectedness of human and nonhuman resources adds to the overall cognitive, taskrelated and contextual load, and is therefore detrimental to performance [38, 39] . As it stands, GPs, and particularly rural GPs, are heavily burdened in terms of workload [40, 41] . So, if a GP requires a piece of information but has to navigate through at least three or four resources in order to obtain it, as compared to a GP who can obtain that information through first contact with the resource within their network, intuitively, the latter's network is simpler than the first in terms of profiling complexity. In social networks literature, there is plenty of evidence to suggest that while inclusiveness and density are robust measures for interactivity, engagement, and interconnectedness, highly dense networks (e.g., cliques) are generally closed networks (like closed systems) where everyone is connected to everyone and also results in information overload and redundancy, which is not conducive to performance [42] . Based on these arguments above, the following is hypothesised. H1: GPs in the "simple" complexity profile account for higher responsibility for decision making than those in the "complex" profile.
H2: GPs in the "simple" complexity profile account for higher responsibility for decision making than those in the "relatively complex" profile.
H3: GPs in the "simple" complexity profile account for higher responsibility for decision making than those in the "complicated" profile.
In summary, the crux of H1 to H3 suggests that as GPs become more interdependent in terms of their professional network for seeking advice (i.e., as they move from simple to complicated to complex), the extent to which they are involved or take responsibility for their decision making (i.e., this transfers mostly to the patient) becomes lower than those GPs who are less interdependent on their professional network. As stated earlier, a highly interdependent network adds to the overall cognitive, task-related, and contextual load of the GP consultation, which has been linked to detrimental performance.
Methodology
The chosen context of the study is the rural general practitioners (GPs) of New South Wales, Australia. The work of rural GPs is knowledge intensive because of the nature of their work, extensive medical expertise, high patient to GP ratio, long work hours, usage of advanced medical technologies, provision of diverse healthcare services, and so on [43] . GPs working in rural areas are geographically more occupationally isolated from populated practices. Furthermore, rural GPs often carry out procedures in situations with limited resources or personnel and are implicitly required to adapt to protocols and codes of conduct of rural settings [44] . Such problems and others such as decreasing performance as GPs age, lack of association with professional peers, obsolescence with modern technology, and isolation from community not only hinder performance but also make this study potentially interesting and practically useful [45] .
The dataset used for this study was obtained from a previous research project where both attribute-level data (such as organizational fellowships (e.g., Royal Australian College of General Practitioners), number of years practiced, country, and graduation from medical school) and social network data of rural GPs were collected [46] . The dataset constitutes responses from 110 rural GPs collected from a reliable and validated survey instrument administered to all the 17 divisions of rural general practice in NSW Australia.
The egocentric approach for collecting network data was adopted for the study because of its practicality and feasibility. In this approach, the actor of interest is referred to as the "ego" and the actors, referred to by the "ego" as their affiliates, advisors, friends, or relatives, are known as "alters" [31] . Name generators are used in order to elicit alters' names. The following name generator was used to elicit names from a GP's professional network.
"By 'professional network', we mean professional people whom you associate, interact or work with for the provision of care to patients (e.g., nurses, admin staff, specialists, pathologists, doctors, etc.) Looking back over the last six months, please identify people (up to 15 maximum) who are important in providing you with information or advice for providing care to patients. " Name interpreter questions are also commonly asked to elicit some attribute data about the alters and ties. In this case, it was requested for GPs to indicate the occupational code (e.g., nurse, practice manager, specialist, etc.) as well as the geographical location (e.g., same practice, other practice, etc.) of each alter. The strength of each tie, measured by "how long they knew each other, " "frequency of interaction, " "type of relationship, " and "degree of closeness" [47] , was also solicited.
To determine the relationship between elicited alters in order to complete the network structure, GPs were asked to determine how the members of their professional network relate to each other based on a five-point degree of closeness scale ranging from "especially close" to "do not know each other. " That is, for each nominated alter, the GP would determine a closeness scale for every other alter. Although this approach has been criticized in the past for its recall reliability and accuracy [48] , later studies confirmed that people also remembered long-term or typical patterns of interaction with other people rather well [49] . Furthermore, the free recall method elicits richer data on the social networks of people whereas the fixed choice method influences people to elicit accurate information on the most important relationships (i.e., strong ties) [50] .
Measures

Responsibility for Decision
Making. Two question items based on a validated and reliable questionnaire by Cockburn et al. [34] for assessing perceived attitudes to responsibility for decision making were used. Based on 7-point Likert scales (strongly disagree to strongly agree), the items were as follows.
"The majority of patients do not wish to be involved in decision making about their treatment" and
"most patients would prefer the doctor to take responsibility for their medical problems. "
A composite score was then calculated to give an overall score for attitudes to responsibility for decision making.
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Higher scores thus indicate that the GP feels positively about patients being involved in making decisions in the consultations.
Density.
Density is a measure of network cohesiveness and is the ratio of existing number of ties to the maximum possible ties. For an undirected network with actors, density is defined as
where is the value of the connection from to . For this study, ego-alter ties were not considered but only alteralter ties in the density calculation were considered, as is appropriate with ego network density [51] .
Inclusiveness.
Inclusiveness measures the proportion of actors that are connected to the total number of actors within the network. Inclusiveness is defined as
where is the total number of actors and is 1 when there is a tie coming from or going to node and 0 otherwise. Again, in the calculation of inclusiveness, ego-alter ties were not considered but only alter-alter ties were considered because of the nature of ego network data collection approach (i.e., if ego-alter ties were considered, inclusiveness for all GPs will always result in 1).
Interrelatedness.
Interrelatedness is the product of * where is density and is inclusiveness.
Results
Results from the respondents surveyed indicate that the typical rural GP has been in rural practice for 20.24, with 13.63 years in the current practice (Table 1) . Although there are solo practices (a one-doctor-only practice), the typical rural GP, as indicated by the results, works with at least 4 colleague GPs in the same practice. Furthermore, 90 (or 81.8%) are male and 20 (or 18.2%) are female, and 85 (or 77.3%) have hospital appointments.
In order to construct the complexity profiles, the mean of interrelatedness (0.5739) and the mean of "number of components" (8.78) were used as cut-points on the -axis and -axis, respectively. As a result, 29.9% of GPs belong to the complex profile, 28% to the relatively complex, 16.8% to the complicated profile, and 25.2% to the simple profile. Table 2 shows the breakdown in terms of the number of GPs with percentages for each complexity profile followed by the scatterplot Figure 2 
Hypothesis Testing.
The independent samples -test was used to test hypotheses H1, H2, and H3. This particular statistical test evaluates whether there is a statistically significant difference in the mean scores for the two groups (e.g., of GPs in simple and complex profiles). Statistically, it tests the probability that the two sets of scores came from the same population. For H1, the -test results suggest that there is a statistical difference in the overall attitude scores for responsibility for decisions for GPs in the "simple" complexity profile ( = 8.37, SD = 2.72) and GPs in the "complex" profile ( = 6.31, SD = 2.07); (57) = 3.29, = 0.002 (twotailed). The magnitude of the differences in the means (mean difference = 2.06, 95% CI: 0.81 to 3.31) was large (eta squared = 0.16). Furthermore, it is evident that the mean attitude score for responsibility for decisions of GPs in the "simple" complexity profile is higher than that of GPs in the "complex" profile. Therefore, regarding H1, there is sufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis and therefore support the alternate hypothesis. One may thus infer that GPs in the "simple" complexity profile score higher in attitude to responsibility for decisions compared to GPs in the "complex" profile.
For H2, the -test results showed that there is no statistical difference in the overall attitude scores for responsibility for decisions for GPs in the "simple" complexity profile ( = 8.37, SD = 2.72) and GPs in the "relatively complex" profile ( = 7.73, SD = 2.42); (55) = 0.936; = 0.353 (twotailed). Although the mean attitude score for responsibility for decisions of GPs in the "simple" complexity profile is higher than that of GPs with the "complex" profile, there is no statistical significance. Therefore, for H2, there is no sufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis and therefore there is no evidence to support the alternate hypothesis. Thus, one cannot infer that GPs in the "simple" complexity profile score higher in attitude to responsibility for decisions compared to GPs in the "relatively complex" profile.
For H3, the -test results suggest that there is a statistical difference in the overall attitude scores for responsibility for decisions for GPs in the "simple" complexity profile ( = 8.37, SD = 2.72) and GPs in the "complicated" profile ( = 6.22, SD = 2.82); (43) = 2.56; = 0.014 (two-tailed). The magnitude of the differences in the means (mean difference = 2.15, 95% CI: 0.45 to 3.84) was large (eta squared = 0.13). Furthermore, it is evident that the mean attitude score for responsibility for decisions of GPs in the "simple" complexity profile is higher than that of GPs with the "complicated" profile. Therefore, for H3, there is sufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis and therefore support the alternate hypothesis. One may thus infer that GPs in the "simple" complexity profile score higher in attitude to responsibility for decisions compared to GPs in the "complicated" profile.
Discussion
Based on the results, it is clear that the mean score for attitudes to responsibility for decisions for GPs in the "simple" profile is higher than the mean scores of those GPs in the "complex" (H1), "relatively complex" (H2), and "complicated" (H3) profiles. However, statistical significance was found only for H1 and H3. The results are interesting in that they are indicative of several aspects of aggregate complexity.
(1) Simple versus Complex. When it comes to GPs in simple profile versus GPs in complex profile, it is obvious that the interplay between the number of components and degree of interrelatedness in each of the profiles is associated with attitudes to responsibility for medical decisions. GPs with a larger number of social contacts and a higher degree of interrelatedness within their network tend to score lower in attitudes to responsibility for medical decisions (i.e., they are less involved or responsible) than GPs with fewer number of social contacts and a lower degree of interrelatedness. (2) Simple versus Relatively Complex. GPs in the simple profile also score higher in terms of overall attitudes to responsibility for medical decisions than GPs in the relatively complex profile. GPs in the latter quadrants have networks that are characterized by a high degree of interrelatedness and lower number of components as compared to the simple profile. However, this finding is not statistically significant and claiming this hypothesis to be valid would be spurious. (3) Simple versus Complicated. This finding is interesting in that although aggregate complexity is defined as the interrelatedness of the components within a system, it is found that, by increasing the number of components alone, GPs with a low number of components and low degree of interrelatedness score higher in attitudes to responsibility for medical decisions as compared to GPs who have a higher number of components and low degree of interrelatedness. This finding is statistically significant with a large effect size as well.
Considering hypotheses H1-H3 altogether, there seems to be a pattern where as complexity increases (as defined by the profiles) as contrasted using simple-complicated, simplerelatively complex, and simple-complex profiles, GPs in those roles tend to score lower in attitudes to responsibility for medical decisions. This means that as the profile changes from simple to nonsimple one, the extent to which GPs want patients to be involved in decision making in the consultation diminishes. Although a linear relationship is not suggested, it is interesting to question why this is so.
The fact that the varying complexity of professional networks of the GPs is associated with their attitudes to responsibility for medical decision making tells a different side of the story. Without delving into the details of the interactions (e.g., content and nature of the communication) and the specific contexts within which it took place (e.g., was the GP seeking advice from these close contacts while in hospital settings and not their usual practice setting?), it is useful to consider from a structural and relational perspective.
Possible explanations for this paper's findings can be drawn from studies in social networks literature. Intuitively, it is reasonable to argue that as complexity profiles evolve from simple to complex, there is a point when performance starts to decline because of the high degree of interrelatedness. Consider, for instance, a knowledge-intensive scenario where a complicated surgery is taking place involving three surgeons and another two are added later. With three surgeons, the maximum number of directed communication flows can be derived using the formula * ( − 1) or 3 * (3 − 1) = 6. Adding a further two more surgeons increases the potential maximum number of communication flows to 20 (5 * (5 − 1)), thereby increasing the interrelatedness within the system. Given the results, one may suggest that GPs in simple network structures have low degree of interrelatedness and are most likely comfortable enough in terms of workload efficiency and possibly time, in order to allow them to discuss with patients regarding treatment decisions. GPs in nonsimple (i.e., complicated or complex) networks, on the other hand, are highly interrelated and interdependent on their relational sources (and potentially nonrelational ones such as the Internet or online medical databases) to the extent that they do not believe in involving their patients in the treatment/medical decision process compared to GPs in simple networks. Furthermore, Burt [52] claims that increasing network size (number of direct contacts or components) without considering the diversity reached by the contacts makes the network inefficient in many ways. Therefore, the number of nonredundant contacts is important for performance to the extent that redundant contacts would lead to the same people and hence provide the same information benefits. It is definitely plausible, then, that nonredundancy is in play when comparing GPs in "simple" complexity profiles to GPs in other complexity profiles. In line with Burt's argument, this also possibly explains why potential performance (measured by attitudes to care in responsibility for decision making) is affected.
Conclusion
In this study, an aggregate complexity framework (ACF) based on social network measures of density and inclusiveness was developed for understanding how complexity profiles of one's social network can impact one's attitudes towards medical practice. Aggregate complexity deals with how individual elements (within a system, e.g., social system) work harmoniously and holistically to create systems with complex behaviour. Representing social systems as social networks, it was proposed that, by studying the number of actors and the degree of interrelatedness within one's professional network, it is possible to characterise one's network with a complexity profile ranging from "simple, " "complicated, " and "relatively complex" to "complex. " Results from a sample dataset of 107 rural general practitioners (GPs) in New South Wales, Australia, show that GPs with a "simple" profile score higher on attitudes to responsibility for medical decisions compared to those with "nonsimple" profiles.
The contribution and merit of this paper are threefold: (i) at the theoretical level, a framework for understanding aggregate complexity in terms of the degree of interrelatedness within professional networks of medical practitioners is proposed; (ii) methodologically, the paper provides a validated and reliable survey instrument that can be used to operationalize the ACF in other healthcare settings (e.g., cancer care coordination); and (iii) at the domain-level, it was demonstrated how understanding of social networks and interactions within the networks play a significant role in influencing complexity of general practitioners that in turn influences their attitudes to medical care (responsibility for medical decisions). This is particularly useful for informing the design of the professional structure of general practitioners such that consideration is given for how the professional networks of GPs influence their involvement and responsibility for medical decision-making. At a practical level, the same theoretical framework and methodology can be applied beyond the general practitioner as an individual and to teams and organisations such as a hospital emergency department (ED). For instance, consider the utility of having a complexity dashboard that shows the extent to which the components of the ED (e.g., doctors, specialists, patients, bed resources, medical equipment, etc.) are interrelated or interdependent. By using the same complexity profiling methodology proposed in this paper, the complexity profiles can be associated with the operational performance of the ED, such as number of patients in the waiting list or the average waiting time for each patient prior to being treated in the ED. Once historical data is gathered about the association between complexity profiles and operational performance, a dashboard (likened to a fuel gauge in a car) would be a useful indicator to prevent poor operational performance and guide hospital policy (e.g., when the complexity profile is nearing the "relatively complex" level and this has been historically known to be associated with poor operational performance, then intervention in the use of ED resources would be required).
As with most research, there are a number of limitations. Firstly, the complexity framework developed here is based on relative, not absolute complexity that needs to be contextualized. In other words, the functional decomposition of the systems needs careful consideration. In this research, a simplified framework is proposed as an initial step to operationalize and demonstrate how aggregate complexity may be studied, characterized, and profiled, within the context of general practice. Secondly, in this work, professional relations pertaining to advice seeking and emotional closeness of actors were used. There is no allowance for the content of communication and this is obviously a drawback. Finally, it is also acknowledged that there may be other profiles of complexity between the four mentioned in this study. The boundaries of what constitutes a component to fall within the "simple" or "relatively complex, " for example, also need further conceptual clarification. As this study is a preliminary attempt in characterizing aggregate complexity, it is contended that much research is needed in order to further our understanding of complexity-its conceptual definition and measures to operationalize it before one can even fathom its management and prediction.
To conclude, a number of avenues for moving this research forward are suggested. Firstly, one could possibly incorporate the intensity of complexity on a relational basis. That is, account for the intensity of complexity within the interaction itself. For example, a doctor may be categorized to be in the "simple" profile but their work might be extremely complex with a particular patient, compared to their other interactions with other components that are relatively mundane, simple, or routine. This impacts complexity on an aggregate level and must therefore be accounted for. Secondly, one could also compare other aspects of social network attributes with the complexity profiles. For instance, how would actors in a "simple" profile compare, in terms of network efficiency or constraint, against actors in a "complex" network? Network attributes such as efficiency and constraint are also linked to individual outcomes such as performance Advances in Decision Sciences 9 and this would be quite interesting. Thirdly, comparisons with other quadrants of complexity, for example, "relatively complex" versus "complex" and "complicated" versus "complex, " could be carried out as well.
